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Consider an autonomous differential system i= f(x) of dimension n that admits 
a k-dimensional invariant manifold r in x-space represented by a k-parameter 
family of periodic solutions. Then k characteristic multipliers of the corresponding 
variational equation are equal to 1. Under the hypothesis that none of the 
remaining n-k characteristic multipliers ha modulus 1, the behavior of the 
solutions of 1= f(x) near r is investigated. The main results are the description of 
a neighborhood fr in terms of stable and unstable manifolds and the statement 
that whenever a solution f1= f(x) approaches the invariant manifold r as t + co, 
it tends to r with asymptotic amplitude and phase. 
Contents. 1 Introduction. 2. Notation and basic lemmas. 3. Behavior of 
solutions ear the zero solution. 4 Behavior of solutions ear a manifold of 
periodic solutions. 5. An example. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known theorem of Andronov and Witt states that he orbit r, of 
a periodic solution fan autonomous n-dimensional differential system is 
orbitally as mptotically stable with asymptotic phase if n - 1 characteristic 
exponents ofthe corresponding variational equation have negative r al parts. 
Among others there are two ways to generalize this result. First some of the 
n - 1 characteristic exponents are allowed to have positive real parts. Then 
the existence of the stable and the unstable manifold and the saddle point 
property for the limit cycle ri is known (e.g., Hale [9, Chap. VI, 
Theorem 2.21). Second ak-dimensional (k < n) manifold -‘, represented by a
k-parameter family of periodic solutions i considered instead of the I- 
dimensional manifold r,. Under the hypothesis that n - k characteristic 
exponents ofthe corresponding variational equatioyi have negative r al parts, 
Hale and Stokes [6, Theorem V.l] showed the asymptotic stability of the 
manifold I-, and the existence of an asymptctic amplitude and phase. A
contribution to this ituation c cerning a kind of a converse toHale and 
Stokes’ result was made by Yoshizawa nd Kato [ 14, Theorem 11. 
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The purpose of this paper is to give a generalization of both directions 
mentioned above. A k-dimensional m nifold r, of the above type is 
considered and the II - k characteristic exponents are allowed to have 
negative orpositive r al parts. The extension tothe unstable case is of 
interest since most families ofperiodic solutions occur in Hamiltonian or
reversible systems (see, e.g., the example in Section 5)and that implies 
instability of he corresponding variant manifold. In the simplest case of an 
isolated periodic solution (k= 1) our result reads as follows. 
Let system i= f(x) admit aperiodic solution q(f) such that 1is a simple 
characteristic multiplier andthe only one with modulus 1. Then for any 
solution x(t) that approaches, for t -+ co, the isolated closed orbit of q(f) 
there xists a o,, such that lim,+, Ilx(t) - q(t + oO)ll = 0 exponentially. 
This shows that in the classical theorem of Andronov and Witt the 
asymptotic stability of the limit cycle actually isnot connected with the 
question fwhether there xists anasymptotic phase. The analogue is true 
for the general case of a k-dimensional periodic nvariant manifold as 
considered by Hale and Stokes and Yoshizawa nd Kato. In our main 
theorem (Theorem 4) we assume that beside the k-fold characteristic 
multiplier there is no other characteristic multiplier on the unit circle. We are 
then able to show that under this hypothesis every solution whose w-limit set 
is contained ina compact part of the manifold r, is attracted by I-, with 
asymptotic amplitude and phase; i.e., itis attracted by a particular member 
of the periodic family and that with a certain phase shift. Furthermore we get 
detailed information about the exponential decay of the solutions on the 
stable manifolds. In the stable case that has been considered in [6, 141, this 
information g es beyond the results inthese papers. Exactly this additional 
information, though, will enable us in [3] (in preparation) to construct a 
Ljapunov function determining thestability region of a periodic solution i
the sense of the method of Zubov [ 13, Chap. III. 10; 15 1. 
The analysis ofthis paper is based upon the approach of Knobloch [12; 
13, Chap. V] to the theory of integral manifolds. Even though we are dealing 
with an invariant manifold ofan autonomous system, i.e., a constallation in 
the phase space, we prefer toconduct the proofs in the extended phase space. 
The idea behind this method can be best seen in the special situation of an 
isolated periodic solution. Thephase shift a, on the closed trajectory r gives 
rise to a family x, of periodic ntegral curves and the corresponding family 
M,+ of stable manifolds inthe extended phase space. A solution being 
attracted by r with asymptotic phase means, then, that he corresponding 
integral curve ventually enters a member M,+, of the family M,+, with o* 
being the asymptotic phase. On the other hand for each xv0 the 
corresponding center stable manifold M&+ is completely tilled by stable 
manifolds M,’ with o near oO. So the central problem considered in this 
paper is to establish conditions which guarantee that a solution whose orbit 
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comes close to an invariant manifold eventually enters one of the center 
stable manifolds M,* +. In case of an isolated periodic orbit his condition 
amounts to the condition mentioned above (not more than one multiplier on 
the unit circle). In the general case it is-roughly speaking-the condition 
that he dimension of the family of periodic orbits equals the number of 
characteristic multipliers with modulus 1 (for the precise formulation see 
Theorem 4 in Section 4). 
Finally the relation four problem to the center manifold theory as 
initiated by Kelley (e.g., [ 10, 111) should be mentioned. The periodic 
manifolds considered in this paper are locally center manifolds and hence the 
existence of an asymptotic phase follows from the center manifold theorem 
(see, e.g., 14, Theorem 21 for the autonomous case) provided one knows a 
priori that for t + co a solution stays in a neighborhood ofa particular 
member of the family. Our main contribution lies in the fact hat we are able 
to show that this a priori assumption isalways satisfied: Under our 
hypothesis on the dimension fthe periodic manifold every solution which 
approaches the invariant manifold as a whole has to stay in a sufficiently 
small neighborhood ofa particular member of the family. This reduction 
from a global to a local situation requires a certain amount of technical work 
that is carried out in Lemmas 4, 5, 6 and 7. 
Our work is organized asfollows. InSections 2 and 3 we state some 
lemmas and preliminary theorems, respectively, of local character. In 
Section 4 we prove the above-mentioned result ofthis paper (Theorem 4) and 
draw some conclusions concerning the stable case. In Section 5 we consider 
as an example asecond order eversible system G + Aw = cf(w, tit, E), where 
M’ E RP, A is a p x p diagonal matrix and E is a small parameter. 
2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC LEMMAS 
a. Notations 
Throughout Section 2,x and y are vectors inW’ and Rq, respectively. ]] .]] 
denotes some vector or matrix norm in a corresponding Euclidean space. If 
f([, q) is a function f:R” X R” -8 R’, then by fJ&,, q,,) we mean the r x m- 
matrix formed by the columnsfCi(&,, q, ), i = l,..., m  If t--t f(f) is a parameter 
representation of a curve in R” and e(t) apositive function, then we denote 
the tube around the curve (t, f(t)) inthe (t, z)-space with radius s(t) for t> t, 
by 
r,,,, (t> t,, z= F(l)) := {(f, z)E R”+l : t > t,, llz - qt(t)/1 < E(l)}. 
Let us consider a system of differential equations 
i = g(t, x9 Y), 
i = h(4 x, Y), (2.1) 
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where the functions g and h are sufficiently smooth in the whole R”+q+ I. Let 
(Z(t), y(f)) be a solution f(2.1) defined for all tE R and let s: I?+ l+ Rq 
be a sufficiently smooth function. Then we say that y= s(t, x)is locally the 
equation of an integral mantfold of (2.1) with respect to the solution 
(f(t), F(t)) or that he function s(t, x)represents locally anintegral manifold 
of (2.1) containing the solution (Z(t), y(t)), if
(a) y(t) = s(t, Z(t)) for all tE R; 
(b) there xists a neighborhood N of the curve (1, x’(t)) in RPt ’ with 
the property: if asolution (x(t), y(t)) of (2.1) satisfies (to, x(t,), y(Q) E M := 
{(t,x,y)E w+q+ : (t,x) E N, y=s(t,x)} for some t, E R, then 
(t, x(t), y(t)) E M as long as (t, x(t)) E N. 
b. Integral Mantfolds with Bounded Projection 
Let the system 
i = s(t, x3y), 
i = BY + r(t, x Y> 
(2.2) 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) The functions g and r are of class C(lRptqf’)) and of class 
C”+l(lRp+q) as functions of x and y, where v + 1 2 2. 
(2) g(t, 0,O) = 0, r(t, 0,O) = 0, rx(t, 0 O) = 0, r,,(t, 0,O) = 0 for all 
tEiR. 
(3) The functions g and r and all their partial derivatives tend to zero 
for (x, y) 4 (0,O) uniformly with respect tot E R. 
(4) The eigenvalues of B have positive real parts. 
The following lemma 1 says that he maximal integral manifold of(2.2) with 
bounded y-projection (i.e., the set of solutions of(2.2) with bounded y- 
component for t + co) near the trivial solution has a representation of the 
form y = s(t, x). 
LEMMA 1. Under assumptions (1) to (4) there xists a function s(t, x)
from Rpt ’ to Rq with the following properties: 
(1) s is continuous and has continuous and bounded partial 
derivatives with respect tox up to order vand one continuous and bounded 
partial derivative with respect tot. 
(2) The function s(t, x)represents locally anintegral manifold of(2.2) 
containing the trivial solution, i  particular s(t, 0) = 0 for all tE R. 
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(3) There xists a p > 0 with the following property: If a solution 
(x(t)9 Y(O) of (2.2) remains for all t> t, (to E IR arbitrary) within the p- 
neighborhood ((x, y) : llxll < p, 11 yll <p} of (0, 0), then y(t) = s(t, x(t)) for all 
t>t,. 
Remark. If the right-hand si e of (2.2) is periodic nt, then the function 
s has the same period in t. 
Proof. As in [ 13, Chaps. V.1, V.81 we construct a comparison 
differential equation to (2.2) agreeing with (2.2) on a region of the form 
Tp(t, x = 0, y = 0), which satisfies thestrong assumptions [ 13, Chap. V, 
Satz 7.1 ]on the whole (t, X,y)-space. Applying this theorem the maximal 
integral manifold of the comparison equation which has bounded y- 
projection hasa global representation y = s(t, x)with a function s having all 
the properties li ted inLemma 1. On the one hand every solution (x(t), y(t)) 
of (2.2) with (t, x(t), y(t)) E T, (t, x = 0, y = 0) for all t > t, is also a 
solution fthe comparison equation a d on the other hand it has bounded y- 
projection. Hence the identity y(t) = s(t, x(t)) holds for all t> t,. 
c. Linearization 
Consider the system of equations 
i = Ax + q*(t, x  Y), 
j = Dy + q*(t, x5 Y) (2.3) 
under the following assumptions (i= 1, 2): 
(1) The functions qiare of class C(W’+9f’) and of class C’(Rptq) as 
functions of x and y. 
(2) qi(t, 0 O) = 0, (qi)x(t, 0,O)= 0, (qi)y(t, 0,O)= 0 for all tE R. 
(3) The eigenvalues of A, D have negative and nonnegative real parts, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 2. Let the function s(t, x)from W’+ I to W be of class C’(Rpt ‘) 
and of class C2(lRp) asfunction fx. Then, if y = s(t, x)is locally the 
equation of an integral m ntfold of (2.3) with respect to he trivial so ution, 
then y= s,(t, 0). x is the quation of an integral m nifold ofthe linearized 
system X:=Ax, y = Dy. 
Proof By assumption there exists a neighborhood N of the set 
{(t,O)EW’+‘:tEIR} and hence a set M:={(t,x,y)EIRP+*+‘:(t,x)EN, 
y = s(t, x)} with the following property: If (r, [, v) E M, then in particular 
v = 4&C), (2.4) 
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and if (x(t), y(z)) is the solution f(2.3) with initial value (c, n) for t = r, 
then (t, x(t), y(t)) E M, i.e., y(t) = s(t, x(t)) onan open interval I containing 
r. Differentiation leadsto the identity 
DYW + 9& 40, y(t)) 
= q(t, x(t)) + s,(t, x(t)) * [Ax(t) 
+ 9 I@> x(t), YW)l for all t E 1. 
If we now take t= 7 and make use of (2.4), we may write 
s,(7, C) = D . ~(790 + qz(7,6 s(7,O) 
- sx(7, 0 * 14 + 9,(7TL s(7, C>>l (2.5) 
and because of the choice of (7, [, q) E M this holds for all (7, c) E N, thus in 
particular on the set {(t, 0)E R p+ i * t E R}. The right-hand side and hence .
the left-hand side of (2.5) can be differentiated wi h respect to[ and after 
having done that we get, for [ = 0, 
sJ7,O) = D . s.r(7,0> - sx(7,O)A for all 7 E R. P-6) 
After these preparations we begin with the actual proof. If 
0 ,,, x,,, y,) E Rp+4+ lwith 
y, = S,(4), 0)* x0. (2.7) 
we have to show that he solution (&A(r-ro)~o, eD”-L0’ yo) of i = Ax, i = Dy 
satisfies therelation $‘(‘-‘O) y. = s,(t, O)eA(‘-fo)xo for all t 2 to, i.e., that 
s,(t, 0)8 (IPfO)xo is the solution fj = Dy with initial value y, for t = to. 
Because of (2.7) the initial condition isfulfilled. With(2.6) we get the 
solution property 
; (s,(t, o)&“-‘x,) 
= S,&, 0) eA (r-fo) x0 + s,(t, 0)A e‘+to)Xo 
= Ds,(t, O)e’+‘“‘xo. 
Hence Lemma 2 is proved. 
d. The Stable Manifold for a Critical System Depending on a Parameter 
Consider the system of equations 
.2 = Ax + &)(t, C)x + A ,(t, C)y + Pl(& Y, c>, 
i, =DY + &,(t, C)Y + B,(t, 0 x + Pz(t, x Y, 0 (2.8) 
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under the following assumptions (i = 1, 2): 
(1) The functions pi(t, x y, [) are defined for all (t, x, y) E W’+*+’ 
and all [in a neighborhood U of the origin in I?‘. Furthermore they are of 
class C”+2(lRp+q+1 x U), where v + 2 2 2. 
(2) Pi(f3 O,O, C) = 0, (P,)x(4 03 03 C) = 0, (Pi)y(t7 09 09 C) = 0 for all 
tE R and all CE U. 
(3) The functions pi and all their partial derivatives tend to zero for 
(x, y) + (0,O) uniformly with respect tot E R and c E U. 
(4) The matrices Aj(t, ;) and B,(t, [)(j = 0, 1) are of class C(lR x U), 
of class Cc+* as function f[ (v + 2 > 2) and tend to 0 as [- 0 uniformly 
with respect tot E R. 
(5) The eigenvalues of A, D have negative, nonnegative real parts, 
respectively. 
Now we state a lemma which is a slightly modified version f[ 13, Chap. V, 
Satz 9.2 ]adapted to our situation. 
LEMMA 3. Under hypotheses (1)to (5) there xist positive numbers 
/I, y, 6 and a function s(t, x t;) (with values in IR*) defined for all 
(t, x) E I?+’ and all [in a sufficiently sma lneighborhood Z fthe origin 
IR’ with the following properties: 
(1) s(t, x [) is of class C’(iR) asfunction oft and has bounded and 
continuous partial derivatives withrespect to xand [ up to order v. 
(2) s(t, 0 i) = 0 for all tE F? and [E Z. 
(3) Zf (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (2.8) with pixel < 6 and y(tO) = 
S(t,, x(t,), [,,) for some t, E IR and &, E Z then (x(t), y(t)) exists forall t> t, 
and satisfies 
and 
Y(t) = Sk x(t), cd 
IIW), YWII <Wflrmto) 
for all t> t,. 
Remark. It should be noted, that /I and y can be chosen independent of 
the solution (x(t), y(l)) as long as I]x(t,)ll < 6 and y(t,,) = s(t,, x(&J, c,,). 
Proof of Lemma 3. System (2.8) has the form considered in [ 13, 
Chap. V, Satz 9.21 (for the parameter dependence s e assertion (c) of this 
theorem). The only thing that remains to be proved is the explicit description 
of the exponential decay of the solutions  the stable manifold asstated in
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part (3) of our lemma. In order to to this the following remarks will suffice. 
In [ 13, Chap. V.81 the exponential decay is shown by applying the theorem 
of stability by the first approximation. If we make use of an appropriately 
strengthened v rsion fthis theorem (e.g., [ 13, Corollar 2 to III. Satz 9.1 I), 
we get the exponential decay in our strong form. Considering the proof of 
Satz 9.2 in [ 13, Chap. V] we notice that the stronger version of the 
exponential decay carries over from Satz 8.1 to Satz 9.2 in [ 13, Chap. V]. 
That proves Lemma 3. 
e. Estimates forSolutions f a Particular Linear System 
Consider the linear system 
ti = (N + A ,(t))u + A,(t)v, 
d = (P + AJt))v, 
tit = A4(t)u + A,(t)v, 
(2.9) 
where the constant matrices N and P have eigenvalues with netative and 
positive r al parts, respectively, and the matrices Ai( i = l,..., 5, are 
continuous int. 
LEMMA 4. There xists a positive constant a depending only upon N and 
P with the following property: If llAi(t)ll < a for i = I,..., 5 then there exist 
positive constants ci,i= l,..., 5 depending only on a such that every solution 
(u(t), v(t), w(t)) of(2.9) satisfies an timate of the form 
II u(t>ll G CII ~(44 +cz II WlL 
II (wt>ll < c3 II wMl + c, II aJl + c, Ilv(t>ll 
for 0 < t, < t. 
Proof Let Ql(t, o) and @*(t, ) be the fundamental matrix solutions of 
ti=(N+A,(t))u and ti=(P+A,(t)) v, respectively, (equal identity matrix 
for t = to). Then there xists a positive constant a depending only upon N 
and P, (e.g., [13, Chap. V, Hilfssatz 3.11 such that 
11 @,(t, )JI Q yle-O1(f-to) forall t 2 t, > 0 
and 
II %(f, to)11 < y2e02(tpto) for all O<t<t,, 
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where yl, y2, aI, a2 are all positive. A solution (u(t), v(t), w(t)) of (2.9) may 
be written i the form 
u(t) = @1(6 4,) u(b) + f @l(f, r)A,(r) @z(r, 4,) u(t,,) dr,
to 
u(t) = @z(fr &J @,), 
w(f) = w(f,) + 
I 
’ Ad(r) u(r) dr + 
5 ’ A,(r) @z(r, 4,) &,) dr. to to 
Using the identity @Jr, to) v(t,) = @*(r, t) Q2(t, to) v(t,) = QZ(r, f) v(f) we 
get 
ilu(f =
II 
@,(f, to> 4&J + 
[ 
I’ Ql(f, r)A2(r) Q2(r, f) dr] +)ll 
to 
< Y,e-~lct-to) 11 u(f,)ll + ay, y2 1’ e-alct-r)+azcr-t) dr II v(t)ll 
=yle -al(f-tc’) 11 u(tJ + e(~l+ato-t)] /I u(f)ll 
< Yl II 44Jll + E II Wll for 0 < f. < f, 
I 
which is an estimate ofthe desired form for u(f). With the same identity as 
before we get, for w(f), 
* @,(r, o)A,(u) @,(a, f) do dr u(f) 
+ III ’ A,(r) Q2(r, 0 dru(f) to II 
< 11 w(f,)(l + F [ 1 - e-al(r-to’] (I u(tJ 
e-ad-d+d-t)& & Ilu(f 
I 
t 
+ w2 ea2(‘-‘) dr 1) v(t)ll 
to 
G II w(4Jll + yfII al)ll + 2 II Wll + z II 4N 
Hence the proof of Lemma 4 is complete. 
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3. BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS NEAR THE ZERO SOLUTION 
In this ection we consider differential systems ofthe form 
zi =Nu + r,(t. u, v, w), 
ti = Pv + r,(t, u v, w), 
b+ = VW + r,(t, 24, v, w), 
(3.0) 
where uEIRk, uERm, wER”. Let the following hypotheses hold for 
i= 1,2,3: 
(1) riE C(Rk+m+“+‘) and riE C”+3(lRktm+n) as functions of
u, v, w; v + 3 > 3. 
(2) ri(t9 O, O, O) = O9 (ri>,(t, 07 030) = 09 (ri)Jh 030, 0) = 03 
(ri),(t, 0, 0 O) = 0 for all E R. 
(3) The functions ri(t, U u, w) and all their partial derivatives tendto 
zero for (u, v, w) --) (0, 0,O) uniformly with respect to E R. 
(4) The eigenvalues of N,P, I’ have negative, positive andvanishing 
real parts, respectively. 
For systems ofthe form (3.0) the existence of a (k + 1)-dimensional stab e 
integral m nifold (in the (t, x)-space) andan (m + 1)-dimensional unstable 
integral m nifold isknown (e.g., [ 13, Chap. V, Satz 9.1). Provided that he 
critical p rt in (3.0) is present (i.e., n > 1) the asymptotic behavior isnot 
completely determined forsolutions f (3.0) remaining i  asufficiently sma l
neighborhood of the quilibrium (u, v,w) = (0, 0,O) on intervals of the form 
[to, co) or (-co, t,]. Tofill this gap we now assume the xistence of a family 
of solutions f (3.0) with certain properties. In Theorem 1we suppose that 
for system (3.0) the v-component is absent (i.e., m = 0) and we require the 
existence of an-parameter family of solutions which are small in a certain 
sense. Our result is hat his family ofsolutions is embedded ina family of
integral m nifolds of (3.0) such that every member of the family isexponen- 
tially stable with respect to he corresponding integral m nifold. Furthermore 
the resulting family of integral m nifolds has the property hat a full 
neighborhood of the set {(t, 0 O) E iRk““+ i :t E IF?} iscovered bythis family, 
which implies the stability of he quilibrium (u, w)= (0,O) of (3.0). For the 
situation of Theorem 1we write system (3.0) inthe form 
zi = Nu + ql(t, u w), 
ti = VW + q2(t, u w). (3.1) 
THEOREM 1. Let system (3.1) have an n-parameter family of solutions 
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(ii(t, <)G(t, l)) definedfor all tE IR and r in a neighborhood f the origin 
F?” with the following properties: 
(1) (1?, v’) is of class C’ and of class C”+2 as function f4. 
(2) (zi(t, 0)G(t, 0)) = 0 for all tE iR. 
(3) liq+, (u’(t, 0, G(t, 0) = (0,O) uniformly with respect tot E F?. 
(4) The n solutions (t7ti(t, 0), i;,,(t, 0)), i= l,..., n, of zi = Nu, 14 = VW 
span an n-dimensional space of solutions, in which only the trivial solution 
vanishes for t --+ co. 
Then the following conclusions hold: 
(1) There xist positive constants p, y, 6 and an n-parameter family of 
functions s’(t, u; <) with values in W, which are defined for all (t, u) E lRkt ’
and all <in a suflciently small neighborhood Z of the origin i F?” and have 
the following properties : 
(a) s’ is of class C’ as a function ft and of class C” as a function 
of u, ft. 
(b) fi(t, 0 = $(t, u’(t, <), 0 for all tE F? and { E Z. 
(c) If (u(t), w(t)) is a solution f(3.1) with w(t,) = f(&,, u(tJ, &) 
and II u(b) - Go9 GJll < 6 f or some t, E IR and & E Z, then this olution 
exists for all t > t, and satisfies therelations w(t) = ?(t, u(t), & ) and 
Il(u(t>, w t)) - W, to), % CJII < Pee*‘-‘o’for all t3 t,. 
(2) There exists a positive function p(t) such that on 
Tpoj(t, u = 0, w = 0) there xists c = &t, u, w) with w = f(t, u, r(t, u, w)). In 
particular Qt,0,O) = 0 holds for all tE iR. 
Remarks. 1. For a similar system the result ofTheorem 1can be found 
in [ 13, Chap. V.91, but only for the case n= 1. 
2. The function t(t, u, w) of statement (2) is constant along every solution 
of (3.1) and thus p(t) may be chosen constant asp(t) E p0 > 0 if system (3.1) 
is periodic nt. 
Proof of Theorem 1
By means of the transformation 
u + u - z&t, 0, 
w + w - kqt, C) 
we get from (3.1) the equation fthe perturbed motion 
ti = Nu + ql(t, u + U’(t, <), w + G(t, L$)) - ql(t, u”(t, r), @(t, r)), 
tip = VW + q2(t, u + L(t, <), w + G(t, 0) - q&, ;(t, c), G(t, c)). (3.2) 
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In order to put (3.2) into the form (2.8) we set, for i = 1, 2, 
Ai(t9 0 := (qi)u(f9 c(t(tl 03 w(f7 t>>7 
Bi(t7 ):= (qf),(t, ;([, 09 G,(t, 0). (3.3) 
By the hypotheses ofTheorem 1 concerning (U(t, 0 G(t, 0) we obtain the 
c “+2-property of Ai(t, c) and Bi(t, {)in { and the relations 
ljd” A,& r) = 0, iii A,(t, <) = 0, 
l;‘? B,(t, r) = 0, ljrf B,(t, r> = 0, 
+ 
uniformly with respect tot E IR. Hence we have (3.2) in the desired form 
where qi(t, U W, r) := q;(t, u + c(l, 0, W + G(t, <)) - qi(t, c(G 0, G(& r)) -
Ai(t, )u - Bi(t9 OwY i= 1,2, and consequently 4i(t, O>O> 0 = O3 
(qi),(t, 0, 0 <) = 0, (qi),,,(t, 0  0, {)= 0 for all tE IR and {E Z. Furthermore 
the functions qi(t, U w, <) tend to zero as (u, w) + (0,O) uniformly with 
respect to t E iR and r E Z. Hence (3.4) satisfies allthe assumptions of
Lemma 3 and we obtain afunction s(t, U, <) with all the properties li ted in
the lemma. Consequently the function 
f(f, u, r> := s(t, 24 - u’(t, 6J, t) + w, 0 (3.5) 
has all the properties li ted inassertion (1) of Theorem 1. In order to prove 
the second assertion t suffices to how that he equation w = S”(t, u, 6) has a 
unique solution c in a neighborhood of any point (t, u, w, <) = (t, 0, 0,O). For 
this purpose we verify or 
3(t, u w, r) := s”(t, 24, () - w (3.6) 
the hypotheses ofthe implicit function theorem 
3(t, 0 0,O) = 0 for all t E IR (3.7) 
and 
det gl(t, 0 0,O) # 0 for all t E IR. (3.8) 
Relation (3.7) follows immediately from (lb) of Theorem 1 for r = 0. For 
the proof of (3.8) suppose 
det $[(t,, 0 0,O) = 0 for some t, E IR. (3.9) 
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Hence the n column vectors $li(t,, 0  0, 0), i= l,..., n, are linearly dependent 
and consequently EYEI a’31,(t,, 0, 0 O) = 0 with a nonvanishing coeffkient 
vector (a’,..., a”).Applying (3.5) (3.6) and Lemma 3 we get 
(3.10) 
By statement (1) of Theorem 1, w = g(& u, 0) = s(t, U, 0) is locally the 
equation fan integral manifold of(3.1) with respect tothe trivial solution. 
Therefore (Lemma 2) w = s,(t, 0 O)u represents an integral manifold of
ti=Nu, 
ti= VW. 
(3.11) 
(cli(t, 0)Gti(t, 0)) and hence 2 a’(zi[i(t, O), GJt, 0)) 
i=l 
are solutions f (3.11) and for t= t, the latter lies on the integral manifold of
(3.11) represented by w = s,(t, 0 O)u (see (3.10)). Consequently on [to, co) 
we obtain 
qT ait31i(t, 0) = s,(f, 0 0) + aiCli(t, 0). 
,?, r, 
(3.12) 
Since system (3.11) is decoupled the u’,i(t, 0), i= l,..., n, are solutions of 
zi=Nu and the asymptotic stability of this system implies 
lim,+, zZci(t, 0) = 0. The boundedness of sU(t, 0 O) (Lemma 3) leads to 
lim, rOO ce, a%Jt, 0) = 0 and hence lim,,, Cy=, ai(CCi(t, O), d,i(ty 0)) = 0. 
This is a contradiction o hypothesis (4) of Theorem 1. Hence the proof is 
complete. 
For later reference w state a corollary, where (u(t; ,, uo, IV,,), 
~(t; I,, uo, w,)) denotes the solution f(3.1) with initial data (to, u,, w,). 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 there exist a 
neighborhood A4 of {(t, 0 O) E Rk+“+’ t E R}, positive constants ,8, yand an 
n-parameter family of functions s’(t, u, 6) with the following property: To
every (to, uo, wo) E M there xists a < = <(to, uo, wO) E R” such that 
and 
w(t; to 5%I, wo) = f(4 u(t; lo, uo 3 wo), r&l 3 %I 3 wo>> 
Il(u(c to, u,, wo), w(c to, %I, wo)) 
- (2% <(to, uo, wo>, %t, <(to, u , wo>)ll < Pe-y(f-fo’ for all t> to. 
505/39/3-4 
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Remark. /3 and y are independent of ( o, u ,, WJE M. 
For the remainder of this ection we assume again the existence of an n- 
parameter family ofsolutions with certain properties concerning “smallness” 
for all t, but this time for the general case of system (3.0), i.e., with present 
v-component (m > 0). Again we obtain the embedding ofthe family of 
solutions i to a family of integral m nifolds with the property that every 
solution of the family isexponentially stable with respect to he flow on the 
corresponding integral m nifold. In contrast to Theorem 1now the family of
integral m nifolds does not cover afull neighborhood of {(t, 0  0,O) :t E R}. 
Nevertheless every solution of (3.0) remaining on [t,, co) in a sufficiently 
small neighborhood of x = 0 lies on one of the integral m nifolds andconse- 
quently tends to the correponding solution of the given family. 
THEOREM 2. Let system (3.0) have an n-parameter family of solutions 
(u’(t, n)V’(t, n), G(t, n)) with properties (1) to (4) of Theorem 1(with obvious 
modifications due to the additional v-component inthe present case). Then 
there xist positive constants /I, y, 6 with the following properties: 
(1) There exists an n-parameter family of functions s(t, u, n) with 
values in IRmtn, which are defined for all (2, u) E IRk ’’ and all n in a 
suflciently small neighborhood H of the origin in IR” and have the properties 
corresponding to those of f in Theorem 1(1 a) to (1 c)). 
(2) There exists a positive function p(t) with the property hat for 
every solution (u(t), v(t), w(t)) of (3.0) with (u(t), v(t), w(t)) E T,,Co (t > t,, 
u = 0, v = 0, w = 0) (to arbitrary) there xists anno E H such that 
(v(t), w(t)> = $6 u(t), ?J (3.13) 
and 
Il(u(t), v(t), w(t)) - (l@, rlo), v’(c &Jr WV rto)l 
< Pe-ycf-fo) forall t&t,. (3.14) 
Remarks. 1. Analogous results hold for the existence of a function 
s^(t, v,q) with values in il? ktn describing theasymptotic behavior fall 
“small” solutions f (3.0) ast + -co. 
2. In case (3.0) is periodic in tp(t) in statement (2)may be chosen 
constant p( ) E p0 > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2
First ofall we give ashort outline of the proof. Since all relevant solutions 
are sufficiently sma lon [t,, co) it suffices to consider the flow of (3.0) on
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the maximal integral m nifold of(3.0) with bounded u-projection. The  this 
flow is described y a (k + n)-dimensional system (3.16) satisfying the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1 and so the present situation s reduced tothe 
situation of Theorem 1. With x = (u, w), y= v system (3.0) satisfies th  
assumptions f Lemma 1 and hence we get afunction s(t, a w) with values 
in R” which represents locally the maximal integral m nifold of(3.0) with 
bounded v-projection. S ncethe family ofsolutions (C(& q), C(t, r), I?(& v)) 
remains within TD(t, u = 0, u = 0, w = 0) @ from Lemma 1) for every rl in a 
sufficiently sma lneighborhood H f0 E R”, 
qt, II> = s(t, U’(t, rl), qt, II>> (3.15) 
holds for all tE R and rl EH. (Until the end of this proof v lies in an 
appropriately small neighborhood H f0 E R”.) Hence (u’(t, a)  C(t, r)) is a 
family ofsolutions f 
ti = Nu + r,(t, 24, s(t, u, w), w), 
tit = VW + r,(t, u s(t, u, w), w) (3.16) 
and from Theorem 1 we get the existence of an n-parameter family of 
functions ?(t, a, II) with the properties l sted there. Next we will show that 
s(t, u rt) := (s(t, u, qt(t, UT rl)), qt, u, r>> 
has all the properties mentioned in(1) of Theorem 2. The smoothness 
follows immediately from the corresponding properties of s’(Theorem 1)and 
s (Lemma 1). Furthermore G(t, q) = f(t, ti(t, q), q) holds by Theorem 1and 
together with (3.15) wehave shown statement (lb) of Theorem 2. For the 
proof of (Ic) we start out with asolution (u(t), v(t), w(t)) of (3.0) with 
II u&J - u’(to9 rlo)ll <6 (3.17) 
and 
tGA w&J) = Mt,, UN,), ftt,, u(t,), vo)h ftto, U&J, vo)) (3.18) 
for some t, E R and some q0 E H. Equation (3.18) inparticular implies 
WJ = aI 9 WLJ, N4l))~ (3.19) 
Since Z’(t,,, 0  v ,) = 0 and S; is bounded (Theorem 1)the inequalities 
II u(tll)lI < 09 II w(t,)ll < 0 (3.20) 
with u> 0 arbitrarily small follow from (3.17) and (3.18) if6 and H are 
appropriately chosen. ByLemma 1, u = s(t, a, w) is locally the equation of
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an integral m nifold of(3.0) with respect to he trivial so ution andconse- 
quently from (3.19) and (3.20) weobtain 
on an open interval I containing t,. Hence (u(t), w(t)) is a solution of (3.16) 
on Z satisfying (3.17) and w(t,) = f(t,,, u(t,), q ) (cf. (3.18)). Then applying 
(lc) of Theorem 1we get 
w(t) = a 40, rlo) (3.21) 
and 
Il(u(t), W t)) - (U’(t, vo), G (t, s,))ll < Pe+-‘O) (3.22) 
for all t> t,. Considering thestability of the trivial solution of (3.16) 
(remark before Theorem 1) we see that because of (3.20) the solution 
(u(t), w(t)) remains for all t> t, within the tube T, (t, u= 0, u = 0) @ from 
Lemma 1). Consequently we have 
et> = $4 u(t), w(t)> for all t 2 t, (3.23) 
and together with (3.21) wearrive at(3.13). In order to prove (3.14) an
appropriate estimate for 11 u(t) - C(t, v,,)l( suffices (cf. (3.22)). Since the 
partial derivatives of s are bounded (Lemma 1) we conclude from (3.15), 
(3.22) (3.23), /I u(t) - v’(t, vO)ll < pe-Y(‘-‘O) withaconstant /I >0 and (3.13), 
(3.14) and hence (lc) of Theorem 2 are proven. 
For the proof of (2) we start with asolution (u(t), u(t), w(t)) of (3.0) with 
(u(t), u(t), w(t)) E TJt, u = 0, u = 0, w = 0) for all t > t,. Applying 
Lemma 1 we get u(t) = s(t, u(t), w(t)) for all t> t, and hence (u(t), w(t)) is a 
solution of (3.16). Since p < 6 there exists anv,, (Corollary to Theorem 1) 
such that (3.21) and (3.22) are true for all t> t,. The conclusion from 
(3.21), (3.22) to(3.13), (3.14) has just been done and hence the proof of 
Theorem 2 is complete. 
In order to prove our main result inthe next section weneed alemma 
emanating from Theorem 2. Considering thedefintion of F(t, U, r]) after 
(3.16) wesee that he family ofmanifolds de cribed y (u, w) = F(t, U, II) is 
nothing but the maximal integral m nifold with bounded u-projection (from 
Lemma 1) with equation u = s(t, U, w). 
LEMMA 5. Consider (3.0) with V = 0 and right-hand side periodic nt. 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 let (u*(t), u*(t), w*(t)) be a solution f
(3.0) with the following properties: 
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(a) 0 is an w-limit point of (u*(t), v*(t), w*(t)). 
(b) There exists a positive u such that lim,,(v*(t) - 
s(t, u*(t), w*(t))) = Ofor those tfor which II(u*(t), v*(t), w*(t))11 < o. 
Then (u*(t), v*(t), w*(t)) tends to 0 exponentially s t-, 00. 
Prooj Throughout the proof p stands for a sufficiently small positive 
number that may change from one appearence to another. First we transform 
system (3.0) such that he manifolds escribed by (zi, V;G)(t, 9) for )I ~11 small 
and v = s(t, U, W) have local equations (u, v) = (0,O) and v = 0, respectively. 
That will enable us to apply Lemma 4. 
Since by assumption the (~7, ~7, G),,(t, 0)i= l,..., n, span an n-dimensional 
space of solutions of ti = Nu, ti = Pv, GJ = 0, where only the trivial solution 
tends to 0 as t + co, the G,+(t, 0) are n linearly independent constant 
solutions of ti, = 0 and thus the constant (n x n)-matrix fi,,(t, 0) is 
nonsingular. Therefore the function 8 = G(t, II) has an inverse 17= w-‘(t, 0) 
(of class C’) for which the identity 
CC’),(t, e) =-(a-‘)&, e> fi& qt9 0)) 
holds on T,(t, B = 0). A first transformation we are going to apply is 
u = qt, W) + u, 
v = qt, W) + 5, 
w = qt, q. 
Introducing 
rT(t, U;V; #ii) = r,(t, 22+ zi(t, W), V+ G(t, W), k(t, ti)) 
- ri(t, U’(t, W), V”(t, @), G(t, a)) 
we get the transformed system in the form 
1; = Nu + r,(t, u v, w) - C!(t, 12‘(t, w)) 
- qt, V(t, w))[(W),(t, Jr’@, w)) + (V),(t, w)G] 
- - = Nti + rT(t, U;6, a) - &(t, ti)(C’),(t, fi(t, W)) rz(t, u v, W), 
and analogously 
6 = PIJ + rT(t, zi, 27, W) 
- zTq(t, G)(ki-‘)e(t, 3 W))rT(t, zi, 6, W), 
k = (a-‘),(t, G(t, ~3)) rT(t, 27, V; 13). 
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Thus the new system is of the same type as (3.0), i.e., 
i = NU + i;,(t, ii6 bq, 
6 = PV + f&, 27, 27, I?), (3.24) 
$= r;(t, ii, 5, fl), 
but moreover wehave ?,(t, 0, 0, fl) = 0, r;(t, 0  0, E) = 0, Fj(f, 0, 0, r?) = 0 on 
TJt, ti = 0). The manifold with equation u = s(t, U W) has been transformed 
to an integral m nifold of(3.24) with local equation B = d(t, C, W), where 
tqt, E, W) = S(f, zi+ zqt, q, qt, I?)) - u’(t, W). 
In particular the identities 
cqt, 0, a> = 0 
and 
o;(r, zi, W) t a,,-,+&, u; W)
Nti + r,(t, 27, a@, k, W), iiq 
_ 
r,(t, ii, qt, I, W), i3) 1 
= PrT(f, u, W) + r;(t, ii, a(& ii, W), I?) (3.25) 
hold on Tp(t, G = 0) and T,(t, zi= 0, E = 0), respectively. A second transfor- 
mation we perform now is 
22 = u, 
v^ = iT -cqt, u;W), 
9 = 5. 
Beside the obvious equations forti and G the C-equation turns out to be 
G = PV + r;(t, zi, 6 I?) - a&, z& G) 
r,(t, 22, v^ -I- a(& 22, $), a) I ' 
which after introducing the abbreviations 
R,(l, II, fi, ti) = r;(t, u^, v” +a@, 2.2, vq, q - Fi(l, l-2, d(f, 6,a), fi) 
for i= 1, 3and using (3.25) may be written as 
s = Pu^ +F&, & v^ +d(f, ti, I?), a)
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Hence we get he system resulting from the two transformations in the form 
u” =M-i +f,(t, z&c, a>, 
i = Pv^ + F,(t, -i, I?, a>, (3.26) 
a,= f&, 22, B, k?), 
possessing all properties of (3.0) and moreover ir(t, O,O, I?) = 0, 
iJ(f, 0, 0, 6) = 0 on T,(t, fi= 0) and P2(f, u^, 0, a) = 0 on T,(t, u=^ 0, 6 = 0). 
This allows u to represent thefunctions ‘lia
r^,(t, 22, I?a>=A,@, 20, I?)22 + A,(& 6,IT, a);, 
F*(f, 6, 6a) =A& 22, 8a>vA, (3.27) 
P3(f, Ii, v”, fi) =A&, 22, 6, I?)22 +A&, I& 6, a)& 
where the ai, i= 1 ,..., 5, are matrices of appropriate dim nsions, continuous 
functions f all their variables, almost periodic in t and vanishing for 
(u^, 0 I?) = (0, 0,O). So we are in a position t  apply Lemma 4. 
We show that assumptions (a) and (b) of Lemma 5 imply 
Il(u*(t), v*(t), w*(t))11 <p for all t sufficiently large. We suppose the 
contrary. Since by assumption (a)there exists a equence t,-+ co such that 
limu+oo(a*(tu), u*(t,), w*(t,)) = 0there must exist another sequence T, -+ co 
as v-+ co such that Il(u*(T,), u*(T,), w*(T,))II =p for all V. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that he I, := [t,, TV] form asequence of intervals 
with Il(u*(t), u*(t), w*(t))11 <p on I,. Moreover from (b) we have 
lim,+,(u*(T,> - Q’,, u*(TJ, w*(T,)) = 0. Denoting by (G*(t), v”*(t), 
G*(t)) the function (u*(t), v*(t), w*(t)) after the two transformations 
considered above, we see that (u”*(t), G*(t), G*(t)) isa solution of (3.26) 
with lI(u^*(t), v”*(t), G*(t))11 <p on each I,., Il(u”*(T,), fi*(T,), G*(T,))ll =p,
limv+,(U1*(fu), v^*(t ), G*(t,)) = 0and lim,+,z?*(T,) = 0. Thus (C*(t), C*(t), 
P?*(C)) is,on each I,, asolution of 
i = m + A,@, ii*(t), z?*(t), a*(t))2 + Al&, c*(t), v”*(t), t;*(t))!?, 
v” = PC + A&, c*(t), G*(t), a*(t))& 
).$z A,@, 22*(t), v”*(t), i*(t))u^ +A&, c*(t), t?*(t), G;*(t))v^, 
and we may apply Lemma 4 on each I,. This provides the stimates 
II u^*P’u)II G cl II u^*k)ll + czII o^*VJl~ 
II W’,)lI G ~3 II ~*k)ll + ~4 II u^*k>ll + ~5II v^*VJII 
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for each V. Letting v tend to co, the right-hand sides and consequently a so 
the left-hand sides tend to 0 and we finally get lim,+,(u^*(r,), u^*(r,), 
G*(T,)) = 0, which is a contradiction o Il(u^*(r,), c*(7’,), G*(T,))ll =p for 
all v. 
The remainder ofthe proof is obvious because /1($*(t), z?*(t), G*(t))j[ <p 
for all sufficiently large t has, by Theorem 2 (see Remark 2 after this 
theorem with p< pJ, the consequence that here xists an‘lo such that 
By assumption (a), y10 must be 0 and the proof is complete. 
4. BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS NEAR A FAMILY OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
Consider the autonomous system 
zi = f(x), (4.1) 
where x E IRk+m+n and fE CZ(lRktm+“). With x(t; t,, x,,) we denote the 
solution of (4.1) with x(t,; lo, x,,) = x,, . Furthermore l t the following 
assumptions be fulfilled: 
(i) Equation (4.1) admits an n-parameter family of periodic solutions 
with 
x’(t, c-7 vj=PWW + % Cl 
(4.2) 
p(s + 1, 0 = P(S, 0
where CE W, W an open set or a single point’ in IR”-‘, o E I?, u(c) > 0 in 
W. w and p are continuous and have continuous partial derivatives up to 
order 2 with respect to[ and up to order 3with respect tos. 
(ii) For all cE W and s E IR 
rank MS, 0, P&, t;>l = n. 
(iii) For ail cE W the variational equation f(4.1) 
i = f,(W~ L P>)Y 
has k characteristic exponents A,(&.., A (c) with negative r al parts and m 
characteristic exponents p,(c),..., u,([) with positive real parts. 
1 If w consists of asingle point, then the dependence on < will not be mentioned, and we 
take n= 1. Then the family (4.2) represents a closed curve in the x-space and a cylinder in the 
(t, x)-space. 
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As mentioned in the Introduction our aim is to describe th behavior of
the solutions of (4.1) inthe x-space n ar the invariant manifold generated by 
the family (4.2). But for the moment we state a theorem describing the 
behavior fthe integral curves of(4.1) inthe (t, x)-space near the integral 
manifold generated by (4.2). Corresponding to each member of the given 
family Z(t, <, o) there xist a stable and an unstable integral m nifold 
represented by the quations S’(t, x c, o) = 0 and S-(t, x [, rp) = 0, respec- 
tively. In statement (1)of Theorem 3 we describe thflow on this family of
integral m nifolds and in statement (2)we give a sufficient co dition f r
solutions f (4.1) tobe on one of these integral m nifolds. 
THEOREM 3. Under the above hypotheses we get the following results for 
system (4.1). 
(1) There exist wo functions S+(t,x, c  q) and S-(&X, c, 9) with 
values in Rm’” and Rk+n, respectively, having the following properties: 
(a) Sf and S- are defined onRk+m+n+l x W X R and are of class 
C’(R) as functions oft and of class C (lRk+m+n X W X iR) as functions of
x3 L 9. 
(b) For all c E W and a, E R, S’(t, ?(t, [, P), 4, rp) = 0, 
S(t, Z((t, [ rp), c q) = 0 identically in t.
(c) If &, E W and (D,, E R, then there xist positive numbers a, y, 6 
with the following properties: If S+(t,, x0, &,, (D,) = 0 (S-(t,, x0, &,, qO) = 0) 
and 11x,, - x’(t,, &,, qO)ll < 6, then the solution x(t; t,, x0) exists for all t2 t, 
(t < to) and the relations 
and 
s + (6 x(t; &I 9x0), co, PO) = 0 (4.3) 
IIx(t; t,, x0> -.f(t, Co, rpdl < Pe-+‘O) (4.4 ) 
hold for all t > t, (S-Q, x(t; t,, x0), &-,, (p,,) = 0 and IIx(t; t,, x0) - 
T(t, co, q~)ll < pe+Hf-‘O) forall t< to). 
(2) If x(t) is a solution f(4.1) whose integral curve (in the (t,x)- 
space) remains for all t> t, (t < to) in a suJj%ziently small tube around one of 
the integral curves of the family (4.2) (say, for the parameter value co, q+,), 
then there xist c* E R”-‘, q* E R and positive numbers /?, y such that 
and 
s A (t, x(t), co +c*, (40 + p*) = 0 
llx(f> --W, Co + C*, VP0 + (o*)ll <Pe+-‘o) for all t 2 t, 
(S-k x(t), t-0 + c*, v,o + rp*j = 0 
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and 
[Ix(t) - Z(t, Co + C*, 9, + cp*)ll <be+ H’-fd for all t < t,). 
Proof. Because of Remark 1 to Theorem 2 the proof is given only for 
S+. Let [,, E W and ‘pO E IR be arbitrarily chosen. Via the transformation 
Y=x--(t,L9,) we proceed from (4.1) tothe differential equ tion ofthe 
perturbed motion 
where r(t, 0 [,,, 9 -J and r,(t, 0  co, 9& vanish for all t E F?. By [6, 
Lemma IV, 1] there xists a real nonsingular (k + m + n) square matrix 
R(t, &,, 9J (R E C’, periodic nt with twice the period w([,)-’ of 
j;(,, &,, 9J) such that he linear part of (4.5) istransformed by 
Y==~(~,L9ll) z 
( 1 
(4.6) 
W 
(z E lF?k+m, w E IR”) into the linear system with constant coefficients 
i = GG,)z, 
ti = 0, 
(4.7) 
where G(&,) has the eigenvalues A,(&),..., A,(&), ,u,(&,),..., u ,,(&,), none of
them with vanishing real part. Therefore th re exists (e.g., [ 13, Chap. II, 
Hilfssatz 8.11) a real nonsingular (k + m) square matrix T([,) such that 
system (4.7) istransformed via 
z = w-0) 1 
( 1 
(U E lRk, u E iRm) into 
(4.8) 
where.A,(&J,..., A,([,) arethe igenvalues (with negative real parts) ofN(&,) 
and fi,(&,),...,&,(&,) the eigenvalues (with positive real parts) of P(L$). 
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Summarizing theabove transformations we btain the result of he first ep 
in our proof: The transformation 
x = -f(f, Co,vo) +R(c Co9 vo) diag (Vo), 1,) (4.9) 
(I, the n-identity ma rix) carries system (4.1) into the form 
Considering the properties of transformation (4.9)we see immediately that 
system (4.10) satisfies all conditions required of system (3.0). In particular 
the functions ri are periodic in twith period 2w([,)-‘. In order to apply 
Theorem 2 we need a family of solutions with all the properties required 
there. For this purpose l t &, and rp, be fixed and [* E I?“-’ and o* E R be 
variable parameters. Thenthe family 
(4.11) 
represents a family of(almost periodic) solutions f (3.0). That (4.11) has 
all the properties m ntioned inTheorem 2 is obvious because of the 
corresponding properties of the family (4.2). Applying Theorem 2 we get a
family offunctions (v,w) = F(& u, c*, cp*, co, oo) representing locally integral 
manifolds of (4.10) containing the solutions (6,u’, $)(t, [*, rp*, co, rpo). With 
qt, u, u, w, c*, v1*, 6-0, PO> := 46 u, C”, v”, co, f?o) - (b w) 
these integral m nifolds aredescribed y 
Making use of transformation (4.9)we recognize that with 
s*(G x,c*, cp*, c-0, coo) 
:= S(t, diag(T(C,)-‘, Z,)W Co, VW’ 
x [x -qt, co9 rpo)l9 c*, v*, CO? 90) 
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integral manifolds of(4.1) containing z(t, &, + [*, q0 + cp*) are represented 
locally b S* = 0. Because this is true in particular fo (t;*, q*) = 0 E R”, we 
get statement (1) of Theorem 3 by setting S’(t, x, <, cp) := S*(t, x, 0, 0, <, rp) 
and making use of the corresponding statement of Theorem 2. Also 
statement (2) of Theorem 3 follows from that of Theorem 2 if we observe 
that s*(t, x, C*, o*, Co, pO) = 0 and S*(t, x, O,O, &, + [*, p0 + o*) = 0 are 
equivalent for all entries, because not only s*(t, x, c*, o*. &,, rp,,) but also 
S*(t, x, 0, 0, &, + c*, (D, + q*) represents locally the integral manifold of 
(4.1) consisting of all solutions f (4.1) which tend to x’(t, [ , + 1;*, rp,, + (o*). 
Hence s’(t, x, &, + c*, ‘pO + o*) = 0 is locally the equation f this integral 
manifold and the proof is complete. 
In order to prove our main result we need two more lemmas. 
LEMMA 6. Given fixed (I,, E W, (p,, E I?, acompact subset w of W and a 
compact interval 1~ R, then for any E > 0 there exists a 6> 0 such that 
implies 
IIX’(t,r,,~,)-~(t,ro,IPo)ll <E for all t E R. 
Proof. Supposing the contrary, we get a positive E and sequences tf, E E 
t, E R, cp, E R, [, E w such that 
and 
IIW”7 C”, V”> --@,v Ll, %Il >E for all V. (4.13) 
Since the [, belong to the compact set r the corresponding sequence of 
periods w([,)-’ > 0 is bounded and thus instead of(0, we may consider a 
bounded sequence @, E (0, w(Z;,)-‘1 c [0, sup, w(C,))‘] with Z(t, [,, @,) = 
x’(t, c , qp,) for all v. All in all we may assume without loss of generality that 
the three sequences q,,, tz, [, converge: 
lim pu=(o*ER, lim ti = t* E I; lim c, = [* E W. 
“+a D-40 B-rco 
Using this and (4.12) we get T(t*, C*, o*) = lim,, x’(tz, C,, rp,,) = 
lim u~m f(ti ,Co, (DJ = x”(t*, &,, rpO) and because of the uniqueness of solutions 
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the identity Z(t, [*, o*) = x’(t, & , rpJ for all tE iR. Taking Efrom (4.13) there 
exists a positive number N such that 
IIW~ C”, V”) - x’(k co, vlo)ll 
= llx’(c C”, 0”) - x’tt, c*P*>ll 
= II P(N.“P + rp”, 4”) - P(a*P + rp*, <“II < E 
for all v > N 
and all t E I? because p(s, [) is uniformly continuous on IR X w. This 
contradicts (4.13). 
LEMMA 7. Given fixed &, E W, rp, E I? and a compact subset m of W, 
then there xists a 6 > 0 such that 
implies 
for all tE F?. 
Remarks. Here and in the sequel we write (U; V; fi)(t, [, 9) rather than 
(G, 6, G)(t, [ - &,, v, - p,,, I&, rp,,) (see (4.11)). s is the function representing 
near (t, U, v, w) = (t, 0, 0,O) the maximal integral manifold of (4.10) with 
bounded v-projection. 
Proof: With I:= [0,20.1(&J’] we apply Lemma 6. Since x’(t, & (D,) has 
period o(&,-’ and eo ipso 2w([,J’ we can find a t, E 1, t, = r,, 
mod 2w([,)-’ such that 1(!,, co, oO) = g(T,, [,,, p ,) and by definition of the 
family x’(t, [ o) there xists a @, E iR such that A?(&,, [, @,) = x’(T,, [  9,) 
and consequently 
(u; v; @(to, c,, rp,) = (6 v’, wro, c-1, PA. (4.14) 
Choosing E= p0 as given in Remark 2 to Theorem 2, Lemma 6 yields a 
positive 6.With this 6 and the previous considerations the assumption f
Lemma 7 reads 
from which by Lemma 6 we get the estimate 
for all t E IR. 
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Applying Theorem 2this leads to the identity 
v’(t, Cl 9P-1) = s(t7 qt, Cl? @-,), qt, Cl, $,>) (4.15) 
if we take into account the relation between the two functions s and S (see 
the remark before L mma 5). We notice that sin the present periodic case 
has period 20(&J’ (the same as the right-hand si e of (4.10)) and that 
t, E T, mod 2~0(&,- ‘.Thus with (4.14) weget, from (4.15), 
Since s describes an integral m nifold of(4.10) the claimed i entity follows 
readily. 
Now we are in a position to prove the main resul of this paper. We 
describe the behavior fsolutions f (4.1) near the invariant manifold of
periodic solutions 
I- := {x E R”: x= qo, [, rp), [E w, (LJ E iR). 
Statement (1)of Theorem 4 concerns the xistence andproperties of families 
of stable and unstable invariant manifolds (with equations R +(x, [, rp) = 0 
and R-(x, [, rp) = 0, respectively) corresponding to the given family of 
periodic solutions. In statement (2) we give a sufficient co dition for 
neighboring solutions f (4.1) tobe caught by one of the stable manifolds. 
This implies inparticular th teach solution of this type tends toward the 
invariant manifold r with asymptotic amplitude andphase; i.e., this solution 
tends to a particular member of the family of periodic solutions a dthat 
with acertain phase shift. 
THEOREM 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3we get for system (4.1): 
(1) There exist wo functions R ’(x, c, rp) and R -(x, c, cp) with values 
in IRm+” and IRk+m, respectively, having the following properties: 
(a) R+ and R- are of class C (lRktm+” X WX IR). 
(b) ForallCE WandrpEIR 
R + WA C, rp>, L P) = 0, R - (x’(O, C, rp>, C 9) = 0. 
(c) If Co E W and q+, E IR, then there xist positive numbers /?, y, 6 
with the following properties: If R+(x,, Co, rp,,) = 0 (R-(x,, I$, v,,) = 0) and 
(Ix0 - x’(0, Co, q~,,)ll < 6, then the solution x(t; 0, x0) exists for all t> 0 (t < 0) 
and the estimate 
IW 0, x0> -f(t, Co, rpoIl <BemY’ 
holds for all t> 0 (t < 0). 
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(2) If x*(t) is a solution of (4.1) whose w-limit set is contained in a
subset r of r of the form 
r := (x : x = x’(0, [q), rp E IR, [E m, r a compact subset ofW} 
then there exists a ‘pO E IR (asymptotic phase) and a [,, E W (asymptotic 
amplitude) such that lim, -rco /Ix*(t) - T(t, &, cpJ[ = 0 exponentially. 
Proof: With R *(x, [, rp) := S* (0, x, [, cp) statement (1) follows 
immediately from Theorem 3. In order to prove (2) we notice that by 
assumption there xists a sequence tv -+ co and co E w and @E IR such that 
lim,.,, x*(t,) = f(O, &,, @). Since x’(t, 6 @) has period w(C))’ we find a 
bounded sequence tb, tk = t,, mod w(<,)- i such that x’(t: , &,,rp) = x’(t, , &, , @) 
for all v. Choosing a converging subsequence t;, of t;, lim,,, ‘:, = r we get, 
with ‘p,, = U, - SW(&), 
p& (x*(t”,> - x(t”p9 C-llY %))
All in all we get a subsequence t, of t,, with lim,, (x*(t,) - 
X6” 1 Ll? %)I = 0. 
From now on &, and (pO are fixed. Besides the given solution x*(t) of (4.1) 
we consider the transformed solution 
(u*, u*, w*>(t) = CR@, Co, v J diag (To), Z >>-‘@*(t) --% L,, cp,J> 
of (4.10). By now we have proved that (u*, v*, w*)(t) has 0 as an w-limit 
point and thus assumption (a) of Lemma 5 is satisfied. In order to show that 
assumption (b) is fulfilled as well we suppose the contrary. Hence we get 
positive s quences ur, y, with lim,, o,, = 0 and for each ,u a sequence 
rE--+ co as v+ co such that 
and 
II@*, v*, w*>GQ < 0, (4.16) 
II v*(w -- sm, u*(c), w*(qt))ll> v,> 0 
for all ,LJ and v. From (4.16) weobtain 
llx*v3 -w-E::, L rpdll 
(4.17) 
< ye; IIR(t, L,(D,) diag GW9 I,)ll =: 0: (4.18) 
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for all p and v with 
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lim a,* = 0. 
U-02 (4.19) 
For each ,u, x*(q) is bounded because of (4.18) and thus there xists a 
subsequence i=z of c with lim v-oo x*(Tt) = xt . Because of our assumption 
each of these w-limit points of x*(t) belongs to r and has therefore a 
parameter representation xt = x’(0, [ , @,). Inferring as earlier inthis proof 
we get a ~7~ E IR for each ,u such that 
(4.20) 
where ?$ is a subsequence of T; and eo ipso f T; as well. By (4.11) this 
limit is equivalent to 
!!z ((u*, w*>(e) - (27, v’a@;, 1;,, (D )) =0 (4.21) 
for each ,u. On the other hand we get the estimate 
for all P and V. Now let 6 be given as in Lemma 7. Using (4.18) and (4.19) 
we manage to make the second term in (4.22) smaller than 6/2 by proper 
choice of p, say, p= pO. By (4.20) also the first term, now for fixed p = ,uO, 
can be made smaller than J/2 by taking v sufficiently large, say, v> v,,. All 
in all we have 
and by Lemma 7 this implies 
for all tE R. Finally, with this result, we get 
11 u*(f$) - s(~:su*(F~~), w*(qq)ll 
< lb*<T?> - v’(% I;uo, cP J 
+ lI&o, u’(E C”,, (o,JY fi,(2:“, c,,> v,,N 
- s(i+, u*<?+>, w*(Fp))ll 
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and by (4.21) and proper choice of v this can be made smaller than y,,. This 
contradicts (4.17) and besides the first also the second assumption f
Lemma 5 is satisfied providing lim,, (u*, v*, w*)(t) = 0 exponentially. This 
implies lim,,, 11x*(t) - T((t, & , q,,)ll = 0 exponentially and proves the 
theorem. 
The remainder ofthe fourth section isdevoted to the case m = 0, i.e., the 
case where no characteristic exponents with positive real parts appear. Then 
the manifold r generated by (4.2) is orbitally asymptotically stable with 
asymptotic amplitude and phase which has been shown in [6]. In Theorem 5
we will describe the asymptotic behavior of the solution near r more 
accurately. In [3 1 (in preparation) this is exactly what will be used to 
construct a Ljapunov function on the stability region of an orbitally 
asymptotically stable periodic solution, which allows one to determine this 
stability region in the sense of the method of Zubov [ 13, Chap. 111.10; 151. 
(For the two-dimensional casesee 121.) 
THEOREM 5. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4 be satisfied with m = 0. 
Then we get in addition: 
(1) There xists an open neighborhood N (in (t, x)-space) OJ the 
integral m nifold I := {(t, x): t E IR, x= Z(t, [, rp), [ E W, cp E IR} with the 
following property: Forevery (to, x0) EN there xist [= [(t,, x ,) E W, 
q = q(t,, x0) E R, /3 =P(to, x0) >0, y = y(tO, x ,) > 0 such that 
s + 03 x(c to 3x0>, ~(~cl, x0)cO(t,, x0))= 0 
and 
llx(t; to 3x0>- -a wo 3 x0), P(to 3x >)ll 
</j(t,, xo) . e-7”“J”“‘f-‘“’ (4.23) 
hold for all t> to. 
(2) If W, is a compact subset of W, then there xists an open 
neighborhood N, of the integral manifold IK := {(t, x): t E IR, 
x = f(t, [,p), cE W,, rp E iR} and positive numbers p,, y, such that he ine- 
quality 
IIx(c t,, x0> -f(t, C(t,, x0), v(t,, xo)>ll <<p, e-yK(‘-fo) (4.24) 
is true for all (to, x0) E N, and t > to. 
Remark. Of particular interest is he fact hat he numbers /I,, y, are 
independent of (to, x0) E N, . 
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Proof of Theorem 5. For (1) it suffices to show: For every integral curve 
(f, x”(t, &,, pO)), co E W, p0 E R, there xist a tube around it and two 
functions, 4 andp,, defined there with the properties mentioned in (1). In the 
present case (m = 0) (4.10) has the form 
(4.25) 
and admits he n-parameter family ofsolutions (4.11) (6absent), where nis 
the number of the eigenvalues of ti =N(&,)u, ti = 0 with nonnegative 
( = vanishing) real parts. Thus not only the assumptions f Theorem 2, but 
also those of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. The corollary to Theorem 1 then 
assures first the existence of a function 4’on a neighborhood V of 
((t, 0 O) E Rk+n+‘: t E R } playing the role of an asymptotic phase and 
second the existence of positive numbers /I, y characterizing the xponential 
decay of all solutions f (4.23) within V. By means of transformation (4.9)
we obtain a function (c, q) defined ona tube T around the integral curve 
(I, W, L,, RJ) and h aving the properties formulated in statement (1). In 
order to prove (2) we use the fact that he numbers /I and y are independent 
of (to, u ,, w J E V and hence (4.23) holds for all (to, x0) E T with fixed /I 
and y. Now for every (c, cp) E W x R we obtain a tube T,,, around 
0, -W, C, ~1) and numbers Pr,v, Y$,~ with the property that (4.23) holds for all 
(b9xo) E T,,, with /jl,aT Y(,~ instead of/3, y, respectively. Sincein the 
definition of I,(in (2) of Theorem 5) c is taken from te compact set W, and 
since q plays the role of the phase shift wecan apply the theorem ofHeine 
Borel. Hence I, can be covered bya finite number of the tubes T,,, with the 
corresponding constants PC,,, yl,@. Therefore these tubes form a 
neighborhood N, of I, with the property hat (4.24) holds on N, with 
constants /I,, y independent of ( o, x ,) E ZV, and hence the proof is complete. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5 it is finally possible to 
describe th asymptotic behavior ofthe solutions f (4.1) near the invariant 
manifold represented by (4.2) inx-space. 
COROLLARY. 
(4.1): 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5 we have for system 
(1) There xists anopen eighborhood U (in x-space) of the invariant 
manifold M := {x : x = .?(t, C, q~), t E R, [E W, q~ E R} with the following 
property: For every x0 E U there xist [= [(x0) E W, v, = I E R, 
p = p(x,) > 0, y = j(x,) > 0 such that 
llx(t;O,x,) - X’(t, W,), rp(x,))ll <P(x,) e-y(xo)t 
holds for all t> 0. 
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(2) If W, is a compact subset of W, then there xists an open 
neighborhood UK of the invariant manifold M, := {x : x = .f(t, [, (D), t E R, 
[ E W,, a, E R } and positive numbers p,, y, such that 
IIx(t; 0, x0) - Z(t, C(xo),yl(xo))ll < PKeeyn’ 
is true for all x0 E UK and t > 0. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
Consider the weakly nonlinear system 
i2i =- 0) x2i- 1+ &(X1 Y**.Y x2pT E), i = l,...,p, 
(5.1) 
i*i- 1 = x2)I 
2 
which is the first order version fthe frequently investigated second order 
system 
ti+Aw=&f(W,,kiJ~ ...)WD,).i)p,E), 
where w = (wi ,..., w,)and A = diag(oi,..., 0;). For (5.1) the following 
hypotheses mayhold (i= l,...,p): 
(1) fi E c2(~2p, (-%I, Eo)), 63>0. 
(2) .&(O, E)= 0 for all EE (--co, co). 
(3) There xist constants ai either +lor -1 (not all the a, need be 
equal) such that 
for all (x, ..., xzP) E RzP. 
(4) ui E R with ui & 0 (mod a,); i # k; i, k = l,..., p. 
Applying [ 7, Corollary III.41 we obtain, for every E sufficiently sma l, p two- 
parameter families of olutions ZJt,r, cp, e) of (5.1) (i = l,...,)p; < in an 
interval of the form (-ro, to), to> 0; u, E R). Further results notstated there, 
which can easily beobtained by the analysis in [7], are the C2-dependence of 
the period  on <, Eand 
fi(t, 6 Y7 O> = (O,***, 0, r COS(U,t + o), -rUi sin(u,t + Cp), 0 ..., 0)’
or 
${(t, rp, 0) = (O,..., 0, r sin(u,t + VX &Jr cos(o,t + 9)~ Oy..., OY 
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(only the positions 2i- 1 and 2i are nonzero) according towhether ai is + 1 
or -1, respectively (i = l,..., p).Hence (5.1) admits p families ofsolutions 
and each one satisfies assumption (i) after (4.1). For simplicity n the sequel 
we investigate only the cases i= 1 and a, = 1 .2 
In order to verify assumption (ii) we use the above-mentioned form of x’, 
for E = 0. For r # 0 we obtain 
rank[G,),(~, 6 9, 01, W&(t, 6P,O>I 
= rank 
-to, sin(o, t + 9) cos(u, t + 9) 
-yu: cos(0, t + 9) -u, sin(u,t + 9) I = 
2. 
Hence for E sufficiently small assumption (ii) is satisfied f we choose 
W= (-to, 0) (or W= (0, Co)>. 
For (iii) we use results of [5] which we state for our purpose in the 
following form. Under the additional assumption 
(5) 2ajf 0, uj f uk f 0 (modu,); j# k; j, k= 2 ,..., p, the 2p - 2 
characteristic exponents ofthe variational equation f(5.1) with respect to
z?r(t, <, 9, E) which are not necessarily = 0 (mod iu,) have the form (see also 
[ 6, Example V.5 1) 
*io,+-+ 
I 
’ (j&,(x’& t, q,O)) dt + (“@*I, 
0 
where T = 27t/u,, j = 2 ,..., p  
If we define 
Pj(t) ‘= Jr (fi)X,(l 
COS(U, t + q), -<a, sin)u, t + P), O,..., 0) dt 
0 
the further assumption 
(6) pi(t) ( 0 for r of p - 1 indices j,pk(<) > 0 for the other indices k 
for all <E W = (-to, 0) (or C E W = (0, to)) assures that (iii) sfulfilled for 
E sufficiently small. Hence we can apply Theorem 3 and 4 and the 2- 
parameter family of periodic solutions Z,(t, r 9, E) has all the properties 
listed there. Ifwe appropriately modify assumptions (5) and (6) the same is 
also true for the other families ZJt, r, 9, E), i= 2 ,..., p  
’ If we want to obtain only one 2-parameter family of periodic solutions of the type above 
(e.g., i = p = 1) the assumption “0) f 0 (mod 0,)” instead of(4) would suffice, i = 2,..., p  
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